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Abstract 

Many exploration and exploitation plays involve thinly bedded sequences. These reservoirs 
frequently test the limits of formation evaluation. Improved reservoir evaluation can be achieved 
by integrating core photographs with downhole logs. Image analysis of core photographs permits 
the extraction of quantitative data from the core images that heretofore provided only qualitative 
information. Recently developed technology makes it possible to quantify sand and shale volumes 
on a millimeter-by-millimeter basis by using color discrimination. This makes it possible to 
quantify, as a function of depth, the sand-shale ratio, or, if working with UV fluorescing images, 
the percent of oil-bearing sand. 

Digital image processing can be beneficial in all aspects of formation evaluation. Core images 
presented on the same scale as log data can be used to calibrate and supplement wireline log data. 
High resolution wireline logs can be calibrated to predict the presence or absence of sand for net- 
to-gross determinations on uncored intervals and wells. The conventional log suite can be 
calibrated to provide an accurate, foot-by-foot sand count. Bed boundary locations derived from 
core image analysis can be used with forward modeling to evaluate thin-bed log response. 
Furthermore, the core-derived geometric data can be used to constrain log inversion to obtain better 
Rt and S ,  data. 

Introduction 

Core-log integration is crucial to formation evaluation and reservoir description. Often core data 
are only used to provide calibration data for a few matrix parameters in common log analysis 
equations (e.g., sonic porosity and density porosity). Sometimes special analysis are performed 
on the core to determine critical exponents for saturation calculations (e.g,, formation factor and 
saturation exponent). And sometimes core data are used to provide data not available from logs 
(e.g., permeability, capillary pressure, mineralogy). Rarely, however, are the core and log data 
combined on a foot-by-foot basis to improve reservoir description. 

Core images taken with white light, ultraviolet (UV) fluorescent or X-radiography generally are 
only used to record qualitative information. Typically, core images are used to develop geologic 
models and to guide the choice of petrophysical models (e.g., homogeneous versus laminated sand 
models, degree of secondary porosity). However, it is rare that the images are used quantitatively. 

Phillips et al. (1991) showed how core images can systematically be quantified and applied to 
reservoir description. Quantitative image analysis (ImageLogm analysis) can be used to measure 
the sand-to-shale ratio (Phillips et al., 1991) and to quantify the sand count millimeter-by- 
millimeter (Georgi et al., 1991). Such data can further be used to calibrate net sand calculations 
based on borehole image log data (Phillips et al., 1991). In this paper, we use core image data to 
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